LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER FOR THIS WEEK!

Join us this week for a fun, hands-on STEM workshop with faculty from NAU's Center for Science Teaching and Learning! STEM In Out-of-School Time: The Sky's the Limit will be:

- April 12 in Flagstaff
- April 13 in Tempe
- April 14 in Glendale

Learn all about Engineering is Elementary's FREE out-of-school time STEM curriculum, and how you can successfully integrate these fun, enriching STEM activities in your program. You'll get step-by-step instruction on "Sky's the Limit", a collection of exciting, low-cost activities for grades 3-5 focused on flying technologies, including:

- Building a Tower
- Making a Vertical Wind Tunnel
- How to Launch Flying Discs

You'll also learn about "Engineering Adventures" and "Engineering Everywhere", EiE's sets of out-of-school time activities and curriculum for grades 3-5 and 6-8, and best practices and strategies for providing fun, engaging and successful STEM activities in your program!
GETTING KIDS EXCITED ABOUT ENGINEERING

LinkEngineering is an online community of in-school and out-of-school time educators interested in providing meaningful engineering experiences to youth of all abilities. Check out their website to learn about engineering, the engineering design process, and successful methods of implementing engineering activities in your program! We like this list of Strategies to Inspire the Next Generation of Engineers.

LEARN MORE

Let us fund your STEM program!

APPLY FOR A 2016 OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME STEM GRANT

AzCASE and Cox Communications invite Arizona out-of-school time programs to apply for a 2016 STEM Grant. Programs are encouraged to work with staff and youth to develop creative, new ways to incorporate STEM into out-of-school time programming. Grants ranging from $500 to $1,500 will be funded based on the quality and impact of the proposed projects. Programs serving K-12 youth afterschool, before school, during summer and on school breaks are eligible to apply. Deadline to apply is Friday, April 29!

DETAILS & APPLICATION

SIGN UP & SHARE

Sign up to continue receiving STEM Saturdays & invite a friend!